
Spring Term Home Project: Signs of Spring  
  

Project work is all about deep enquiry and discussing with children their ideas and theories around 

complex topics. This term, we have started to consider the growth process as life begins to grow 

again around us.   

We began by searching the school grounds for signs of growth and discovered that the trees haven’t 

begun to grow their leaves back yet but some smaller plants like weeds and Daffodils have begun to 

grow and flower already.   

We have also planted our own seeds and bulbs in our Early Years outdoor space and watched the 

following time-lapse videos on the growth process.   

Cress: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k4vxx71MC6U  

Bean: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w77zPAtVTuI  

Sunflower: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKo5F87A8a0  

We discussed what we thought was happening in the videos and the children created the following 

theories:   

• The sun warms the seeds and helps them grow.  

• The seeds need a drink of water.  

• The food for the seeds is in the soil.  

• The leaves help the plant balance.  

• The roots get longer so the plant can get taller.  

• The plant won’t grow without the roots.  

Home Project Ideas  

There are many fantastic ways in which you can continue this important project with your child at 

home. I would encourage you to produce a project book of all the work you do on the growth 

project at home. If you are unable to print photographs and images at home, please don’t worry. 

Store them on your device and email them to school once it is open again and the class teacher will 

be more than happy to print them out for you.   

Document the changes you see in your garden or a local nature space such as a park. You could do 

this through photography using a camera, phone or tablet. Take photographs of any interesting signs 

of Spring life and store them in a folder on your computer or print them out and create a project 

book/scrap book. Feel free to write any comments about the pictures or record what your child 

thinks about them.  

Home growing. Your child will bring home their broad bean planter, which they can continue to 

observe and care for at home. You may wish to do some additional planting in your garden with 

them so that they can experience differences in growth and care. A list of good plants for growing at 

home can be found 

here: http://www.bbc.co.uk/gardening/gardening_with_children/plantstotry_easy1.shtml  

Observational drawings. Encourage your child to study their broad bean as it grows. Ask them what 

changes they notice and how do they think it is growing. Challenge them to draw what they see with 

a black pen or pencil.  Support them to notice the different parts of their plant and allow them to 

draw each part in their own way.   

Clay/dough sculptures. Similar to observational drawings, challenging your child to make a sculpture 

of their plant from clay or dough is a different learning experience. Creating root systems out of clay 

works especially well so don’t be afraid to challenge them to only focus on a small part of the plant 

like the roots or leaves. Take a photograph of the finished sculpture and either store it on your 

computer or print it off for the project book.   

Wildlife survey. Why not regularly survey your own garden for life. What kinds of birds or insects are 

appearing as Spring continues? Can you identify them using books or the internet? If you would like 

to produce any photographs, art or sculptures on any new life you discover please go ahead.   

Project work is not a linear path and can branch out into many different areas of a child’s interest. 

Please don’t be afraid to follow your child’s interest as they explore their garden or a local natural 

space and I would encourage you to do anything creative that you can think of. Discussing what your 

child thinks about life and growth is important as you create. Value their theories and thinking and 

only correct them if you research it online or in a book together.  

Good luck in your project, we look forward to finding out what you have been investigating and 

exploring.  

Kind regards,  

Worfield EYFS Team  


